is an autosomal dominantly inherited neurodegenerative disorder caused by the expansion of a CAG repeat in the MJD1 gene resulting in an expanded polyglutamine repeat in the ataxin-3 protein. To study the course of the disease, we generated transgenic mice for SCA3 using full-length ataxin-3 constructs containing 15, 70, or 148 CAG repeats, respectively. Control mice (15 CAGs) were phenotypically normal and had no neuropathological findings. However, mice transgenic for ataxin-3 with expanded polyglutamine repeats were severely affected by a strong neurological phenotype with tremor, behavioral deficits, strongly reduced motor and exploratory activity, a hunchback, and premature death at 3 to 6 months of age. Neuropathological examination by immunohistochemical staining revealed ubiquitin-and ataxin-3-positive intranuclear inclusion bodies in a multitude of neurons. Directing ataxin-3 with 148 CAGs to the nucleus revealed an even more pronounced phenotype with more inclusions and earlier death, whereas mice transgenic with the same construct but attached to a nuclear export signal developed a milder phenotype with less inclusions. These studies indicate that nuclear localization of ataxin-3 is required for the manifestation of symptoms in SCA3 in vivo.
Introduction
Spinocerebellar ataxia type 3 (SCA3) or Machado-Joseph disease (MJD) is an autosomal dominantly inherited neurodegenerative disorder caused by the expansion of a CAG stretch in the MJD1 gene encoding a polyglutamine repeat in the respective ataxin-3 protein (Kawaguchi et al., 1994) . Until now, nine neurodegenerative diseases, including SCA3, are known to share the same type of mutation and were therefore grouped as polyglutamine diseases: SCA1-SCA3, SCA6, SCA7, SCA17, dentatorubralpallidoluysian atrophy (DRPLA), spinal and bulbar muscular atrophy (SBMA), and Huntington's disease (HD) (for review, see Schöls et al., 2004) .
Whereas the number of CAG repeats in the MJD1 gene range between 12 and 40 in control individuals, the repeat is expanded to Ͼ53 CAG repeats in SCA3 patients (van de Warrenburg et al., 2002; Schöls et al., 2004) . Clinical symptoms usually manifest between the ages of 30 and 50, causing premature death (Dürr et al., 1996; Schöls et al., 1997) .
Histopathological examinations of postmortem brains of SCA3 patients revealed degeneration and loss of neuronal cells in characteristic brain regions (Takiyama et al., 1994) . Other important histopathological hallmarks of SCA3 are protein aggregates in the nucleus of neuronal cells in affected patients, the neuronal intranuclear inclusion bodies (NIIs). Originally, NIIs were detected exclusively in affected brain regions (Paulson et al., 1997b; Schmidt et al., 1998) but were more recently also observed in brain regions that usually appear to be spared from neurodegeneration (Yamada et al., 2001) . Similarly, protein aggregates in the nucleus were also observed in SCA1, SCA2, SCA7, SCA17, DR-PLA, SBMA, and HD (for review, see Schöls et al., 2004) . In some cases of SCA2 (Huynh et al., 2000) , SCA6 (Ishikawa et al., 1999) , and HD (DiFiglia et al., 1997) , protein aggregates have been identified either additionally or exclusively in the cytoplasm.
In contrast to the proteins altered in SCA1 (Servadio et al., 1995) , SCA7 (Kaytor et al., 1999) , and SCA17 (Nakamura et al., 2001) , ataxin-3 is primarily localized in the cytoplasm (Paulson et al., 1997a; Schmidt et al., 1998) , and nuclear localization was observed only in a few cells (Tait et al., 1998; Trottier et al., 1998) . It is essentially unknown how ataxin-3 enters the nucleus of certain cells under pathogenic conditions and forms aggregates.
Also, for SCA3, it is widely unknown whether nuclear localization of the aberrant protein is important or even essential for the manifestation of a phenotype. In HD, for instance, cytoplasmic inclusions are thought to contribute to the development of the phenotype (Cooper et al., 1998) .
To address some of these questions, we generated various mouse models of SCA3 using full-length ataxin-3 constructs. We demonstrate in vivo that nuclear localization of ataxin-3 is required for the generation of symptoms and that export of ataxin-3 out of the nucleus prevents the manifestation of a phenotype.
Materials and Methods
Generation of transgenic mice. A full-length ataxin-3 construct (ataxin-3c isoform) (Goto et al., 1997; Schmitt et al., 1997) containing 15, 70, or 148 CAG repeats was used for the generation of the SCA3 mouse model. The CAG repeat was extended to 148 CAG repeats, as described previously (Laccone, 2002) . To control the expression of the ataxin-3 transgene, we used a 3.4 kb fragment of the murine prion protein (Prp) promoter containing 1140 bp of the murine prion protein gene upstream of exon 1, the complete exon 1, intron 1, and the first 52 bp of exon 2. This fragment corresponds to base pairs 37-3462 in the GenBank entry U52821. Primers phg_Prp_Xba_FP (5Ј-GCTCTAGAGCCAATCTTGTGTCTGG-3Ј) and phg_Prp_Bam_RP (5Ј-CGGGATCCCGGAATGCTTCAGCTCGG-3Ј) were used to amplify the prion protein promoter fragment by PCR. The primer sequences harbor XbaI and BamHI recognition sequences, respectively, to allow the cloning of the prion protein promoter in front of the ataxin-3 gene in the pBluescript II KS vector.
For nuclear targeting of ataxin-3, three repeats of the nuclear localization signal from the simian virus 40 (SV40) T antigen (PKKKRKV) (Kalderon et al., 1984) were cloned at the C terminus of ataxin-3. To transport ataxin-3 into the cytoplasm, the nuclear export signal (NES) of the heat-stable inhibitor of the cAMP-dependent protein kinase [protein kinase inhibitor (PKI)] (LALKLAGLDI) (Wen et al., 1995) was likewise attached to ataxin-3. Constructs with localization signals were additionally tagged C-terminally either with a Myc or a Flag tag. Between the localization signal and the tag, the four amino acids PGPG were inserted as "helix breaker." All constructs were completed with a SV40 polyadenylation signal. The generated constructs in the vector pBluescript II KS were linearized using NotI and BglI and injected into fertilized murine oocytes of the C57BL/6N mouse strain.
DNA isolation and mouse genotyping. For genotyping of transgenic mice, DNA was isolated from ear biopsy tissue. Protein was digested overnight at 55°C in proteinase K buffer (350 g of proteinase K in 50 mM Tris, pH 8.0; 100 mM EDTA; and 100 mM NaCl, 1% SDS) and, after the addition of saturated NaCl solution, removed by centrifugation. RNA was digested using RNase A (Sigma-Aldrich, Munich, Germany) for 15 min at 37°C. After precipitation with isopropanol and incubation at room temperature (10 min), DNA was separated by centrifugation [30 min, 20,000 relative centrifugal force (rcf) at 4°C], washed with 70% ethanol, and resuspended in TE (10 mM Tris, pH 8.0, and 1 mM EDTA). For PCR genotyping, the primers PrP-SphI-F1 (5Ј-TTTGGAATATGTTTGCGCTG-3Ј) and MJD-R (5Ј-AGTTGGTCAGCTTCGCAATC-3Ј) were used with BioTherm Taq DNA Polymerase (GeneCraft, Lüdinghausen, Germany) according to the manufacturer's recommendation and supplemented with Q-solution (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). The amplification conditions were as follows: 5 min at 94°C; 35 cycles of 45 s at 94°C, 1 min at 58°C, 1 min and 30 s at 72°C; and a final extension for 7 min at 72°C in a GeneAmp PCR System 9700 (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA).
Quantitative real-time reverse transcription-PCR. RNA from whole brain was isolated using RNeasy (Qiagen). RNA quality was validated using a RNA 6000 NanoChip (Agilent Technologies, Böblingen, Germany), subjected to cDNA synthesis using the Transcriptor First Strand cDNA Synthesis kit (Roche Applied Science, Mannheim, Germany), amplified using a LightCycler TaqMan Master kit (Roche Applied Science), and analyzed in triplicates using a LightCycler 480 system (Roche Applied Science) using Universal ProbeLibrary probes (Roche Applied Science) for detection. For ataxin-3, we used the primers 5Ј-GTGGTG-GTGCGAGTCTACAA-3Ј and 5Ј-GCTGACCTCAAACTCAGAGCA-3Ј and to amplify the reference gene pyruvate dehydrogenase, the primers 5Ј-GAGCTGAGATTTGTGCCAGA-3Ј and 5Ј-CAGGGGCATCAAG-GAAGTT-3Ј were used.
Western blot analyses. Mice were killed, and the tissue was freshly prepared, immediately snap frozen, and stored at Ϫ80°C. For protein isolation, tissue was homogenized at 30,000 rpm using a tissue homogenizer (Ultra-Turrax; IKA Werke, Staufen, Germany) in TES buffer (50 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 2 mM EDTA, and 100 mM NaCl) supplemented with a mixture of protease inhibitors (complete; Roche Applied Science). After the addition of Nonidet NP-40 (Sigma-Aldrich) to a final concentration of 1% and incubation at 4°C for 15 min, debris was removed by centrifugation (15 min each, 20,000 rcf, 4°C). The cleared protein extract was supplemented with glycerol (final concentration of 10%; VWR International, Darmstadt, Germany) and stored at Ϫ80°C.
The protein concentration was determined using a protein assay (Protein Assay Dye Reagent Concentrate; Bio-Rad, Munich, Germany) based on the method described by Bradford (1976) according to the manufacturer's instructions.
Protein extracts (30 g of each) were supplemented with loading buffer (80 mM Tris, pH 6.8, 0.1 M DTT, 2% SDS, 10% glycerol, bromphenol blue), denatured, and analyzed in PAGE buffer (192 mM glycine, 25 mM Tris, 1% SDS) using SDS-PAGE (Blue Vertical 100/C; Serva, Heidelberg, Germany) according to the method described by Laemmli (1970) . Separated proteins were transferred to nitrocellulose (Whatman, Dassel, Germany) in transfer buffer (0.2 M glycine, 25 mM Tris, 20% methanol). The detection of the protein was performed essentially as described previously (Schmidt et al., 1998) . Briefly, the membrane was blocked in 5% dry milk in TBST buffer (10 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 0.15 M NaCl, 0.1% Tween 20) for 2 h at room temperature. The primary antibody was diluted in TBST.
The generation of our anti-ataxin-3 antibody (diluted 1:1000) has been described previously (Schmidt et al., 1998) . The 1H9 antibody against ataxin-3, as well as the 1C2 antibody directed against expanded polyglutamines were purchased from Chemicon (Hofheim, Germany). Antibodies against myc-tag (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA), and Flag-tag (Sigma-Aldrich) were also purchased commercially.
After incubation for 2 h, the membrane was washed four times with TBST for 15 min. The secondary antibody was coupled to horseradish peroxidase (GE Healthcare, Freiburg, Germany) and incubated with the membrane for 75 min. After four washing steps with TBST (15 min each), bands were visualized using the enhanced chemiluminescence method (ECL; GE Healthcare) by exposure to Hyperfilm ECL (GE Healthcare).
Immunofluorescence and immunohistochemistry. Cells were grown on coverslips coated with 0.01% poly-L-lysine (Sigma-Aldrich), washed with PBS, and fixed with ice-cold methanol/acetone for 10 min. After washing with PBS, cells were blocked using 3% normal donkey serum in PBS. After washing with PBS, the primary antibody [anti-Flag-tag (Sigma-Aldrich), diluted in 3% donkey serum] was added and incubated for 1 h at room temperature. Cells were washed with PBS and incubated with the secondary antibody (cyanine 2-coupled anti-mouse-antibody; Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove, PA) diluted in 3% donkey serum. Cells were again washed four times with PBS and mounted on slides using Mowiol (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) supplemented with 2.5% DABCO (1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane; Sigma-Aldrich). Fluorescent signals were observed by epifluorescence.
The immunohistochemical staining of paraffin-embedded tissue was performed as described previously (Schmidt et al., 2002) . Briefly, after rehydrating the sections in xylene and a graded alcohol series, slides were, if necessary, microwaved for 15 min in 10 mM sodium citrate, pH 6.0. Slides were washed with PBS; endogenous peroxidases were blocked using 1% hydrogen peroxide in 40% methanol for 10 min and blocked using 5% normal goat serum in PBS supplemented with 0.3% Triton. After washing with PBS (three times for 10 min), the primary antibody (diluted in PBS plus 3% goat serum) was added and incubated at 4°C overnight in a humid chamber. The secondary antibody was coupled with biotin (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA), diluted the same way in PBS plus 1.5% goat serum, and added after washing the slides with PBS. After incubation for 30 min at room temperature and a brief wash with PBS, an ABC enhancer complex coupled with peroxidase (Vector Laboratories) was added and incubated for 30 min at room temperature. After washing with PBS, the substrate (DAB; Sigma-Aldrich) was added, and the reaction was stopped in distilled water after the desired degree of straining was reached. If necessary, slides were counterstained with hematoxylin (Merck). Finally, slides were dehydrated again and mounted using CV mount (Leica, Bensheim, Germany). The antibodies against ubiquitin and phosphorylated neurofilaments were purchased from Dako Deutschland (Hamburg, Germany) and Sigma-Aldrich, respectively.
Staining was visualized using an Axioplan 2 imaging microscope (Carl Zeiss Microimaging, Oberkochen, Germany) equipped with an AxioCam HR color digital camera (Carl Zeiss Microimaging) using a 40ϫ Plan Neofluar and a 63ϫ Plan/Apochromat objective and the AxioVision 4.3 software package (Carl Zeiss Microimaging). Statistical analysis of the number of neurons with inclusion bodies was performed by counting at least 10 randomly selected fields of vision per brain region with an average of ϳ100 neurons.
Electron microscopy. Electron microscopic analyses were essentially performed as described previously (Lundkvist et al., 2004) . Briefly, brains were dehydrated in ethanol and incubated overnight in 70% ethanol saturated with uranyl acetate. After additional dehydration in absolute ethanol and propylene oxide, the samples were embedded in Araldite 502 (Sigma-Aldrich) and sectioned on a Leica FCR Ultracut ultramicrotome (Leica). Ultrathin sections were stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate and examined with a Zeiss EM 10 electron microscope.
Laboratory parameters. Blood of two transgenic SCA3 mice (line 70.61) and of two negative littermates as controls was analyzed for a whole set of 18 laboratory parameters by Vet Med Labor (Ludwigsburg, Germany). For kidney profile, the concentrations of urea, creatine, total protein, and anorganic phosphate were determined. To profile the liver, we determined the enzyme values of the aspartate aminotransferase, glutamate dehydrogenase, and alkaline phosphatase and analyzed bilirubin and albumin concentrations. Function of pancreas was profiled by measuring glucose and cholesterol concentration and lipase and ␣-amylase enzyme values. For the muscle profile, creatinine kinase and lactate dehydrogenase were determined as well as the concentration of calcium, magnesium, and total triglyceride.
Neurochemistry. Neurochemical analysis based on the method described by Kilpatrick et al. (1986) was essentially performed as described previously (Srinivasan and Schmidt, 2004) . Briefly, brains of killed mice were removed immediately, and the striatum was dissected with a mouse brain matrix for coronal slices (World Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL). The tissue content of dopamine, its metabolites 3,4-dihydroxyphenylacetic acid (DOPAC), homovanillic acid (HVA), and 3-MT (3-methoxytyramine) as well as 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT; serotonin) and its metabolite 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid (5-HIAA) were analyzed by HPLC. Samples were autoinjected (Microsampler CMA 200; CMA Microdialysis, Solna, Sweden) into a reversed-phase column (Spherisorb ODSII; Bischoff, Leonberg, Germany) and detected electrochemically (ESA 5010; Bischoff). HPLC data were analyzed using the Axxiom 727 software (Sykam, Gilching, Germany) and presented in picograms of substance per milligram of wet tissue. Dopamine and serotonin turnover rates were calculated according to Masilamoni et al. (2005) by using the following formulas: dopamine turnover ϭ ((DOPAC ϩ HVA)/dopamine), and serotonin turnover ϭ (5-HIAA/5-HT). Five 3-month-old male transgenic mice (70 CAG repeats) were analyzed and compared with wild-type littermates as controls.
Phenotypic analyses. We used several different tests for phenotypical assessment of our mouse models. For a first screening, a battery of 24 basic phenotypical analyses were performed using a modified SHIRPA protocol containing tests for autonomic, sensory, spinocerebellar, neuropsychiatric, muscle, and lower motor neuron function (Rogers et al., 1997; Green et al., 2005) .
For gait analysis, footprint patterns were recorded. Forelimbs of the mice were stained with red and hindlimbs with blue nontoxic paint. Mice were placed on a sheet of paper (A3 size) in front of a tunnel (ϳ5 ϫ 5 ϫ 60 cm). Only the middle steps of a series of steps were analyzed for accuracy of the gait and measuring distance between two steps. For statistical analysis, three to four mice of each mouse line and 30 steps were analyzed and measured, respectively.
The pen test was applied to assess motor coordination. A mouse hold on its tail was slowly lowered from above to a pen (diameter, ϳ1 cm) fixed ϳ25 cm above ground. Usually, the mouse grabs for the pen and starts walking on it without difficulties. Any difference to this usual behavior was recorded.
Hearing measurements. Anesthesia of animals, measurements of auditory brainstem responses (ABRs), and the cubic distortion product of the otoacoustic emissions (DPOAEs) were performed as described previously (Knipper et al., 2000; Schimmang et al., 2003; Carnicero et al., 2004) . Briefly, ABR thresholds were determined with click (100 s) or pure tone stimuli (2-45 kHz). Outer hair cell function was assessed by the growth function of the DPOAEs. Data are presented as mean and SD.
Results

Generation of SCA3 mouse models
To generate mouse models of SCA3, full-length constructs of human ataxin-3 (isoform ataxin-3c that contains an additional ubiquitin-interacting motif at its C terminus) (Goto et al., 1997; Schmitt et al., 1997; Albrecht et al., 2004) under control of the murine prion protein promoter were injected into the C57BL/6 mouse background. Two different expanded repeat lengths were used: 70 CAG repeats and 148 CAG repeats, respectively. As controls, transgenic mice were generated with the same construct but containing only 15 CAG repeats.
Mice expressing human ataxin-3 with 15 CAG repeats are phenotypically normal To explore whether (over)expression of human wild-type fulllength ataxin-3 itself induces a phenotype, we generated transgenic mice using the ataxin-3c cDNA containing 15 CAG repeats. For this construct, four stable transgenic mouse lines were gen- erated. Western blot analysis of brain tissue confirmed the expression of transgenic ataxin-3 protein ( Fig. 1) (mouse line 15.1 is shown as one example). Immunohistochemical analysis of mice at 1 year of age revealed an overall cytoplasmic localization of ataxin-3 and no obvious neuropathological phenotype. In particular, protein aggregates or inclusion bodies were not detected in the brain (data not shown). Phenotypic analyses of mice at different ages and from different mouse lines did not demonstrate any significant difference to wild-type control mice applying a modified SHIRPA protocol (Green et al., 2005) .
We thus conclude that the expression of human ataxin-3c with 15 CAG repeats does not cause a neurological phenotype in mice. Therefore, these mouse lines were used for additional comparison with the SCA3 disease models.
Mice transgenic for ataxin-3 with 70 polyglutamine repeats develop a severe phenotype As disease models, we generated transgenic mice containing 70 CAG repeats. For this construct, four stable mouse lines were established and analyzed. Expression of the transgene was confirmed by Western blotting [Fig. 1 (70.42, 70.48, 70.61, and 70.66, respectively) ]. Mice from two transgenic lines (70.42 and 70.66) developed a mild but noticeable phenotype. Mice from line 70.42 developed obvious neurological symptoms at 5-6 months of age and died ϳ6 months later. Histochemical analysis of brain slices from these mice revealed scattered cortical neurons with intranuclear inclusion bodies. In line 70.66, ϳ0.5% of the cortical and ϳ10% of the cerebellar neurons contained intranuclear inclusion bodies at 1 year of age (Fig. 2 A) . However, no behavioral deficits were observed in these mice. Similarly, in line 70.48, a recognizable phenotype was also undetectable at 1 year of age.
The most remarkable phenotype manifested in line 70.61.
Mice from this line developed strong neurological symptoms with severe behavioral deficits starting at 6 -8 weeks of age with intense progression. These mice present with tremor, wide-based hindlimbs to stabilize the body in a resting position as well as markedly reduced activity and grooming, resulting in a disheveled appearance (Fig. 3D) . Analysis of the footprint pattern of mildly affected mice (ϳ3 months of age) revealed a minced gate with mild disturbances (Fig. 3A) and a significantly reduced distance between each step compared with wild-type mice (Fig. 3C) . At the end stage of the disease, mice had a severely affected gait and were almost unable to walk (Fig. 3A) . In addition, mice became almost completely inactive and were no longer capable of performing even the easiest behavioral tests (Fig. 3B ). Transgenic mice from line 70.61 were easily discriminated from their negative littermates without genotyping because transgenic mice are remarkably smaller and weigh less than negative littermates of the same age (Fig. 3E) . Immunohistochemical analysis of brain slices from line 70.61 showed a large number of both ataxin-3-and ubiquitin-positive neuronal intranuclear inclusion bodies in almost every examined brain region (Figs. 2 A, 4) . Staining cerebellar sections of line 70.61 with an antibody against phosphorylated neurofilament revealed the occurrence of condensed or empty baskets around Purkinje cells (Fig. 2 B) . Electron microscopical analyses showed a striking shrinkage of ϳ50 -80% of Purkinje cells characterized by an increase of the electron density of the cytoplasm and the karyoplasm and by irregular alterations of the cytoplasmic and nuclear shapes. This shrinkage could clearly be distinguished from necrosis or apoptosis, and the nucleus was not pyknotic. In contrast to Purkinje cells, granule cells were not pathologically altered in this mouse line (Fig. 5B) . Only 50% of mice survived their third month of age, and Ͼ80% of the mice were dead after 6 months (Fig. 3F ) .
To check the suitability of our mouse model for additional tests, we analyzed selected parameters to assess potential restrictions: hearing measurements revealed no difference between transgenic SCA3 mice (line 70.61) and controls at 5-6 weeks of age. ABR thresholds on click stimuli and frequency-specific stimuli documented good hearing in both transgenic mice and controls. The good hearing thresholds were confirmed by the good function of the cochlear outer hair cells, as determined by the DPOAE threshold function and amplitude over the whole audio frequency range measured (supplemental Fig. 1 , available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). This result suggests the functional integrity of the structure and neuronal connections of the cochlea and the auditory brainstem.
In the transgenic R6/2 mouse model for Huntington's disease (Mangiarini et al., 1996) , frequent occurrence of diabetes was reported (Hurlbert et al., 1999; Bjorkqvist et al., 2005) . For this reason, we analyzed 18 standard laboratory parameters of the kidney, liver, pancreas, and muscle in the blood (data not shown). These analyses revealed no indication for organic malfunction or diabetes. We additionally analyzed the content of the neurotransmitters dopamine and serotonin in the striatum of transgenic SCA3 mice. Compared with controls, the content of dopamine was unchanged, whereas the content of its metabolites DOPAC and HVA were significantly reduced. For serotonin and its metabolite 5-HIAA, no significant differences were identified (Fig. 6 A) . However, the turnover rate of both dopamine and serotonin was significantly reduced (Fig. 6 B) .
Expansion of the polyglutamine length to 148 repeats worsens the phenotype in transgenic mice
We next generated three founders transgenic for full-length ataxin-3c with 148 CAG repeats. Regardless of the sex, all founders were severely affected, and only one mouse line (148.19) produced offspring. It is difficult to differentiate whether infertility of the founders was responsible for the lack of offspring or whether the severity of behavioral symptoms hindered the process of reproduction. Mice from mouse line 148.19 developed neurological deficits at 2 months, leading to death in their third month of age. Similar to the mouse model with 70 CAG repeats, the phenotype was characterized by tremor and wide-based hindlimbs, as well as markedly reduced motor and exploratory activity and grooming. However, symptoms appeared earlier than in mice with 70 CAG repeats, and the lifespan of mice with 148 CAG repeats was dramatically reduced; no mouse became older than 17 weeks (Fig. 3F ) . We often observed a failure to generate offspring in this line. In the brain of transgenic mice, as in the mouse model with 70 CAG repeats, numerous neuronal intranuclear inclusion bodies positive for ataxin-3 and ubiquitin were observed basically in all brain regions (see Fig. 10 A and data not shown).
Nuclear export of ataxin-3 alleviates the phenotype
In humans and in wild-type mice, ataxin-3 is found predominantly in the cytoplasm of neurons (Schmidt et al., 1998) . Strikingly, in our transgenic SCA3 model as in affected patients, inclusion bodies form in the nucleus. For SCA3, it has not been shown yet in vivo whether the subcellular localization of ataxin-3 is critical for the development of symptoms.
For this reason, we attached an NES to the full-length ataxin-3 construct containing 148 CAG repeats. Tests in tissue culture confirmed an almost exclusive cytoplasmic localization of ataxin-3 (Fig. 7A) . The nuclear export of ataxin-3 strongly facilitated the generation of transgenic mice. Of six transgenic founders, five stable mouse lines were established (Fig. 8 A) . In one mouse line (line NES.34), male transgenic mice died at 6 weeks of age, whereas female transgenic mice survived for Ͼ8 months. Among the NES lines, this line expresses the transgene at the highest level. The cause of the reduced survival rate in males, however, could be attributable to integration effects of the transgene.
The phenotype of the other four mouse lines is dramatically milder than in mice without the NES: behavioral symptoms Figure 3 . Analysis of transgenic SCA3 mice. A, For gait analysis, forelimbs of mice were stained with red and hindlimbs with blue nontoxic paint. The gait of the young mouse with 70 CAG repeats (line 70.61) at 3 months of age is already slightly affected (see the minced gate), but the mouse is still able to walk. In the mouse at the end stage of the disease (6 months), the gate deteriorated and the mouse is almost incapable of walking. B, The severe phenotype of transgenic SCA3 mice is conspicuous in the pen test. Control mice approaching a pen or rod from above grab for it and start walking on the pen. SCA3 mice (line 70.61, shown at 6 months of age), however, are not able to perform this task exhibiting a so-called clasping behavior. This test clearly demonstrates the disturbance of motor coordination caused by the expression of the expanded ataxin-3 transgenes. C, Statistical analysis of footprint pattern revealed a significant decrease of the distance between each step in mice carrying 70 CAG repeats compared with wild-type mice. The distance between each step is even more significantly reduced in mice with the 148 CAG repeat transgene (**p Ͻ 0.001). In addition, mice with 148 CAG (age, 10 weeks) perform significantly weaker than mice with 70 CAG repeats at 12 weeks of age ( # p Ͻ 0.001). D, Transgenic SCA3 mouse carrying 70 CAG repeats (line 70.61). The wide-based hindlimbs, the hunchback, inactivity, and the disheveled appearance caused by reduced grooming are apparent. E, Mice transgenic for ataxin-3 with 70 CAG repeats (the brown mouse) are significantly smaller than their negative littermates at the same age (black mouse). The difference in body size is also reflected in body weight. F, Survival of transgenic SCA3 mice containing expanded CAG repeats as well as control mice (15 CAG repeats) was observed for Ͼ6 months. Only 50% of the SCA3 mice with 70 CAG repeats (line 70.61)survivedfor4months.Afteraperiodof6months,Ͼ85%ofthesemiceweredead,whereasnocontrolmousewith15CAGrepeats had died. The fact is even more apparent in mice carrying 148 CAG repeats (line 148.19): these mice die even earlier, and no mouse of this model survived Ͼ17 weeks. For each line, between 11 and 61 mice were included in this analysis.
are mild (Fig. 9) or completely missing, and the life expectancy of these mice seems to be practically unchanged. Immunohistochemically, only a very low number of inclusion bodies and, compared with the model without NES, a significant decrease of the number of inclusions were observed in all analyzed brain regions (Fig. 10) . We did not find aggregates in the cytoplasm of neurons in the transgenic NES mouse lines (Fig.  10 A) or in cells overexpressing NES-tagged ataxin-3 with 148 CAG repeats (Fig. 7A) , demonstrating that the nuclear localization of ataxin-3 is a prerequisite for aggregate formation. In addition, on the electron microscopical level, no pathological alterations were found in the layers of granule cells, Purkinje cells, or in the molecular layer (Fig. 5C ). We thus conclude that restraining ataxin-3 from entering the nucleus using an NES essentially diminished and delayed the pathogenic effects of the expanded polyglutamine repeat.
Nuclear localization of ataxin-3 is essential for neurodegeneration
We also investigated the consequences of targeting ataxin-3 into the nucleus using a nuclear localization signal (NLS). An attach- Electron microscopy of the cerebellum of transgenic SCA3 mice. A, Ultrathin section of the cerebellum of a control mouse with 15 CAG repeats at 3 months of age with overall normal findings: the Purkinje cell is characterized by a more or less round nucleus with granular chromatin and a high amount of rough endoplasmic reticulum. The molecular layer (ML) is formed of densely meshed axonal and dendritic neuronal as well as glial processes, and the extracellular space is small. The granule cells (GC) have smaller nuclei than Purkinje cells (P); however, the ratio between nucleus and cytoplasm is larger in granule cells compared with Purkinje cells. B, Ultrathin section of the cerebellum of a transgenic SCA3 mouse with 70 CAG repeats (line 70.61, 3 months of age). The striking pathological feature is the conspicuous shrinking of the Purkinje cells. The increase in the electron density of the cytoplasm and the karyoplasm and the irregular alteration of the cytoplasmic and nuclear shape is apparent. The granule cells (GC) appear to be normal in this mouse. C, Ultrathin section of the cerebellum of the NES mouse model (line NES.42, 11 months of age). In this tissue, we were not able to identify pathological alterations, neither in granule cells nor in Purkinje cells. The molecular layer was unaltered. D, Ultrathin section of the cerebellum of the NLS mouse model (line NLS.28, 11 months of age). The GCs mainly grouped around Purkinje cells appear to be normal. The Ps appear slightly shrunken and the nuclei slightly indented. However, these alterations are not as prominent as in the model without localization signals (Fig. 5B) . A, Astrocyte. Scale bars, 5 m. A, The content of neurotransmitters was determined using HPLC and is presented in picograms of substance per 1 mg of wet tissue. Each data point represents the mean (ϮSEM) of five male mice at 3 months of age. In mice transgenic for ataxin-3 with 70 CAG repeats, the content of both DOPAC ( p Ͻ 0.05) and HVA ( p Ͻ 0.005) was significantly reduced. B, Dopamine and serotonin turnover rates were calculated according to Masilamoni et al. (2005) . The turnover rates of both dopamine ( p Ͻ 0.005) and serotonin ( p Ͻ 0.05) were significantly reduced in our SCA3 mouse model. 3-MT, 3-Methoxytyramine. Dopamine turnover ϭ (DOPAC ϩ HVA)/dopamine. Serotonin turnover ϭ (5-HIAA/5-HT).
ment of the NLS taken from the SV40 large T antigen (Kalderon et al., 1984) to ataxin-3 led to nuclear localization of ataxin-3 in cell culture (Fig. 7A) . In vivo, only three stable mouse lines were established from a total of eight transgenic founders (Fig. 8 B) . These founders were severely affected by the same behavioral deficits already observed in the mice with the untagged transgene, but even earlier and more severe (Fig. 9) . Using Western blotting, we were only able to detect a faint band of transgenic ataxin-3 in some mouse lines (Fig. 8 B) , whereas NLStagged ataxin-3 was easily detected in tissue culture samples (Fig. 7B) . In the other NLS mouse lines, however, we were not capable to detect soluble ataxin-3 in Western blots even using different proteinisolation protocols presumably because all transgenic protein was recruited into aggregates. We verified the expression of the transgene in selected mouse lines using quantitative reverse transcription-PCR, confirming that the transgene with NLS is expressed. We observed that the expression in the NLS model is up to eight times lower than in mouse lines with NES, suggesting that mice with high expression of the NLS-tagged transgene are not viable (data not shown).
Immunohistochemically, NLS mice were characterized by a very high number of intranuclear inclusion bodies in almost every analyzed brain area (Fig. 10 A) . The percentage of cells with inclusion bodies was significantly increased in transgenic mice with NLS compared with mice containing ataxin-3 with an NES and with ataxin-3 without localization signals (Fig. 10 B) . We confirmed, by comparing mouse lines NLS.28 and NES.17, that this observed difference is solely caused by nuclear export and import and is independent of transgene expression strength. Although the transgene is expressed eight times stronger in lines NES.17 than in line NLS.28, line NLS.28 has more aggregates and a stronger phenotype (data not shown).
In contrast to the model with 70 CAG repeats, the formation of condensed or empty neurofilament-positive baskets about Purkinje cells was not so marked (Fig. 2 B) . However, electron microscopic analyses also revealed slightly shrunken Purkinje cells with increased electron density of the cytoplasm even if the ratio of shrunken cells (ϳ10%) was not as high as in the models without NLS (Fig. 5D) . Unexpectedly, it was striking to observe some swollen Purkinje cell dendrites within the molecular layer (data not shown). Of 20 Purkinje cells, ϳ3-5 had swollen dendritic profiles. Together, all analyzed aspects of the phenotype (lifespan, severity of behavioral deficits, the number of inclusion bodies, and neuropathology) clearly demonstrate that nuclear localization of ataxin-3 aggravates the phenotype in transgenic mice, whereas nuclear export of ataxin-3 remarkably reduces the phenotype.
Discussion
The role of the subcellular localization of aberrant proteins in polyglutamine diseases is still a matter of debate. There is clear evidence for the nucleus as the most sensitive site of neurotoxicity in SCA1 (Klement et al., 1998) , but there are other reports of a contribution of cytoplasmically localized aberrant protein in Huntington's disease (Hackam et al., 1999; Hodgson et al., 1999; Trushina et al., 2003) . In addition, except for transgenic HD models, the influence of the CAG repeat length on the phenotype has not been explored in transgenic models of SCA yet.
Here, we generated a series of transgenic mouse models of SCA3 to investigate the influence of repeat length and subcellular localization of the protein on the phenotype and neuropathology. We provide evidence that overexpression of full-length wild-type ataxin-3c with 15 CAG repeats in mice does not cause neurological deficits or a phenotype, possibly because of its ubiquitinprotease activity (Burnett et al., 2003) . However, transgenic mice carrying 70 CAG repeats revealed a severe and rapidly progressive Figure 7 . Analysis of ataxin-3 constructs containing nuclear localization signals in tissue culture. A, Ataxin-3 constructs with 15, 70, or 148 CAG repeats and attached NLS or NES were transfected in human embryonic kidney 293 (HEK-293) cells. The NES targets the expression of the transgene to the cytoplasm, whereas the NLS leads to an almost exclusive expression of the transgene in the nucleus. When using the construct with 148 CAG repeats, inclusion bodies could be observed in some transfected cells. In this case, the whole nuclear staining was concentrated to the aggregates (see arrowheads). B, Western blot analysis of transfected HEK-293 cells confirmed the expression of all analyzed ataxin-3 constructs (with 15, 70, and 148 CAG repeats), with both nuclear localization and nuclear export signal. Brains of transgenic mice were lysed, and the proteins were analyzed by Western blotting using the 1C2 antibody against expanded polyglutamine repeats. A, B, Whereas the transgene is detectable in mice carrying an NES (A; AT-3), only a very faint band is visible in mice carrying an NLS (B), possibly because of the fact that all of the protein is recruited to protein aggregates. TBP marks the TATA binding protein, which is codetected when using the 1C2 antibody, because TBP was used for the generation of the antibody. Ages of analyzed mice: up to 5 months (NES.2, NES.17, NES.24, NES.34, NES.42, NLS.10, NLS.20, NLS.24, NLS.28, and NLS.37) and 7 months (NES.40, NLS.42, NLS.61, and NLS.67) . Age differs because affected founders generating no offspring were kept until the end stage of the disease.
phenotype displaying a large number of NIIs. As with human SCA3 patients, these mice die prematurely. In some lines, we observed a milder phenotype with slower progression, which might be attributable to weaker expression of the transgene or lack of expression in specific brain regions.
Analyzing the neurotransmitter content in the disease model with 70 CAG repeats, we noticed a significant reduction of the dopamine metabolites DOPAC and HVA as well as of the turnover rate of both dopamine and serotonin compared with wildtype littermates. A reduction of dopamine metabolites was also observed in human SCA3 cases (Higgins et al., 1996) , as well as in transgenic mouse models of HD (Reynolds et al., 1999; Duan et al., 2004) and HD patients (Reynolds and Garrett, 1986) . Interestingly, normalization of observed serotonin deficits in HD mice delayed neurodegeneration (Reynolds et al., 1999; Duan et al., 2004) . Our data indicate that a similar approach might also be considered for our SCA3 model. Also, these data need to be validated in human SCA3 patients to further support the validity of the mouse line as an appropriate disease model for preclinical treatment studies. In this respect, it was important to rule out any metabolic disturbances like diabetes in our mouse model, as reported previously for a mouse model of HD (Hurlbert et al., 1999; Bjorkqvist et al., 2005) .
Here, we demonstrate that both the size of the expanded CAG repeat length and the level of transgene expression are of major importance for disease onset and disease progression in mice. Mice with reduced expression of ataxin-3 with 70 CAG repeats develop a milder phenotype than lines with a stronger expression. Furthermore, transgenic mice with 148 CAG repeats merely survive the first months and have major problems to produce offspring, whereas mice with stronger expression of this transgene die very early without producing any offspring.
To date, three different mouse models of SCA3 have been described: Ikeda et al. (1996) used the Purkinje-cell-specific promoter for the generation of their mouse model. Surprisingly, using a full-length ataxin-3 construct containing 79 CAG repeats, they did not find any phenotype in their mice. Only after severe truncation of ataxin-3, neurological deficits were observed. Thus, this model proves neurotoxicity of polyQ expansions but not of an aberrant ataxin-3 protein. Cemal et al. (2002) used a YAC construct spanning the human SCA3 locus containing up to 84 CAG repeats in the MJD1 gene under the control of its endogenous control elements. These mice developed a neurological SCA3-like phenotype with very slow progression, possibly because of the fact that human control elements might behave slightly different in mice, resulting in a weaker expression of the transgene. The most recent model described by Goti et al. (2004) contained the full-length MJD1 gene (71 CAG repeats) under the control of the prion protein promoter. However, only homozygous mice developed symptoms, and these mice cannot be used for additional breeding because of infertility.
For our mouse model, we used a slightly different part of the prion protein promoter and a different isoform of ataxin-3. Based on our current knowledge, it seems to be doubtful that, as in our mice, the ataxin-3c isoform with an alternative C terminus, instead of the MJD1a isoform (Goto et al., 1997) , is responsible for the different progression of the phenotype between the two studies. It is more likely that the part of the prion protein promoter that we selected for our construct led to a stronger and therefore more sufficient expression of the transgene, resulting in severely affected mice even in the heterozygous state. The construct of Goti et al. (2004) contained 5.5 kb upstream of exon 1 of the murine prion protein gene. Our construct comprises just 1.1 kb of upstream sequence. However, this shorter fragment proved to contain enough control elements for sufficient gene expression in tissue culture (Baybutt and Manson, 1997) and in practically any brain region in transgenic mice (Gispert et al., 2003) . Therefore, silencing Prp promoter control elements in the larger construct might have weakened the expression of ataxin-3 in the mouse model of Goti et al. (2004) .
To assess the role of intracellular localization of expanded ataxin-3, we used a construct with 148 polyglutamine repeats and attached a nuclear localization or an export signal to its C terminus. Mice transgenic for the construct with an NES exhibit a very mild phenotype with only a very low number of NIIs, a footprint pattern revealing only mild motor deficits, and an unaffected lifespan. However, mice expressing NES-tagged ataxin-3 were not completely free of symptoms, and NIIs were not completely absent. One explanation might be that the nuclear export of ataxin-3 in mice was not completely sufficient and that a small amount of ataxin-3 remained in the nucleus. Interestingly, the NES does not only suppress the formation of NIIs almost completely, it also seems to prevent the aggregation of ataxin-3. In SCA2 (Huynh et al., 2000) , SCA6 (Ishikawa et al., 1999) , and Huntington's disease (DiFiglia et al., 1997; Hackam et al., 1999; Peters et al., 1999) , cytoplasmic aggregates could be identified. As in human SCA3 patients (Schmidt et al., 1998) , cytoplasmic protein aggregates were not identified in our SCA3 mice, neither with anti-ataxin-3 nor with anti-ubiquitin antibodies. Therefore, keeping the expanded polyglutamine repeats in the cytoplasm might delay protein aggregation, giving easier and longer access of the toxic protein to the protein degradation machinery.
In contrast to the nuclear export, nuclear localization of ataxin-3 with 148 polyglutamine repeats accelerated and intensified the phenotype of transgenic mice even further. The number of aggregates was significantly increased, and these mice were so severely affected that in most cases they were not able to reproduce before their premature death. These results are consistent with observations in SCA1 and DRPLA in which nuclear localization accelerates the formation of polyQ aggregates (Klement et al., 1998; Toyoshima et al., 2002) and underline the importance of nuclear localization of ataxin-3 and other proteins with poly- Figure 9 . Footprint pattern of transgenic mice containing ataxin-3 with 148 CAG repeats supplemented with either an NES or NLS compared with a wild-type mouse. A, The clear differences in footprint pattern are apparent. Compared with the wild-type mouse, the distance between each step is reduced in the NES mouse (line NES.24, 11 months), and the mouse is walking on tiptoe but is still able to walk. The gait of the NLS mouse (line NLS.10) at the same age, however, is severely affected, and the difficulty of this mouse to walk is apparent. B, The footprint patterns were compared and measured for the distance between each step. A reduced distance of footprints reflects a minced gait. This disturbance is significantly reduced by the NES ( p Ͻ 0.001) and significantly enhanced by the NLS ( p Ͻ 0.001), resulting in an extended and reduced distance between each step, respectively. Shown is the mean of all available respective mouse lines at 10 -12 months of age.
glutamine expansion for the pathogenesis and the onset and progression of symptoms.
The role of nuclear localization in polyglutamine diseases was the subject of many different studies. However, we present here the first in vivo evidence regarding the role of nuclear localization and export in SCA3. A recent study by Benn et al. (2005) analyzed the effect of nuclear or cytoplasmic localization of the N-terminal part of huntingtin in transgenic mice. In contrast to our results in SCA3, they observed that even huntingtin fragments coupled to a nuclear export signal cause a severe phenotype with cytoplasmic aggregates. This observation might indicate that the pathogenic processes mostly differ between HD and SCA3. Additionally, the nuclear export of expanded huntingtin was not completely sufficient possibly because of the use of a different type of nuclear export signal. Benn et al. (2005) used the NES of MAPKK (mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase); in our study, the NES of PKI was used. Therefore, securing a sufficient nuclear export of expanded huntingtin might also slow down the pathogenic process in HD as we demonstrated for SCA3 in the present study.
Together, we not only present new mouse models of SCA3 with a strong phenotype, rapid progression, and premature death, which we expect to be the ideal model for future therapeutic studies. We demonstrate in vivo that the severity of symptoms in SCA3 is linked to the number of expanded polyglutamine repeats. Also, nuclear localization of ataxin-3 aggravates the formation of protein aggregates and the development of a phenotype, whereas nuclear export of the protein results in a reduced number of NIIs and a much milder phenotype. Depending on the effectiveness of this nuclear transport, the intensity of symptoms and the severity of the phenotype are emerging. The different mouse models generated in this study will be a valuable tool to study the effects of nuclear transport in SCA3. Figure 10 . Nuclear export of expanded ataxin-3 prevents the formation of intranuclear inclusion bodies. A, Brains of mice transgenic for ataxin-3 constructs containing 148 CAG repeats were analyzed immunohistochemically using an anti-ataxin-3 antibody for the formation of intranuclear inclusion bodies. The transgene is tagged either with or without nuclear localization or export signals. In contrast to the two other mouse lines, an essentially reduced number of intranuclear inclusion bodies have been identified in mice containing an ataxin-3 construct supplemented with a nuclear export signal. The nuclear localization signal increases the number of inclusion bodies. Scale bar, 20 m. B, For each construct (with or without a localization signal; NLS or NES), one exemplary mouse line was analyzed for the percentage of neurons containing inclusion bodies. Four brain regions (pons, cerebellar nuclei, hippocampus, and cortex) were compared. The presented data reflect the mean of up to 10 randomly selected fields of vision for each mouse line and brain region. A significant increase of the number of inclusion bodies can be observed in the hippocampus (*p Ͻ 0.01) and in the cerebellar nuclei (**p Ͻ 0.001) of mice with NLS, whereas the NES dramatically reduces the number of inclusion bodies (**p Ͻ 0.001). A, B, Data for line NLS.37 at 4 months of age and line NES.17 at 5 months of age, respectively.
